What Not To Do When Your Horse Bucks
by Josh Lyons & Keith Hosman

Read the following to understand why your very health depends
on the work you do before you ever hit the trail – and to ﬁnd out
what not to do when your horse blows up.
Have you ever heard people oﬀer advice about “emergency dismounts,” that is, how to get oﬀ your horse when it begins to bolt
or buck? Well, keep this in mind: It’s not staying on the horse
that’s going to get you hurt. It’s the getting oﬀ part, the sudden
impact with the ground part. Ask any rodeo bronc rider: When
did you get hurt? When you were in the saddle – or when you
hit the ground?
You want to stop a buck, bolt or rear before it ever happens. You
stop it before it happens by gaining control. You gain control by
practicing exercises that give you ﬁner control of the hindquarters, better back ups, stops or turns to the left or to the right.
Every day keep expecting more and keep after your horse to improve. Work to a point where you know that if he “messes up,”
(he startles or jumps or bucks) that you will have built in enough
control that it’s now something you can handle.
Your job right now, today, is to start making sure that you have
that control.
Begin seeing the exercises you do not as an end in themselves,
but as tests. Can your horse stop exactly there at that rock or
turn precisely at the second cone? It’s not (you) knowing a lot
of exercises that’s important – it’s having exact control over your
horse’s body parts throughout the exercises. If you’re doing an
exercise that calls for a halt at a certain point, and your horse
misses by three steps, then it’s telling you that you don’t have the
control you need of a certain body part. Practice until you can
stop when and how you say. Passing that test is your proof that
you have control – and that’s what staying safe later (when things
get hairy) is all about.

The Rider’s Problem Solver
Over 400 pages of solutions to common problems!
by equine behavior expert Jessica Jahiel, Ph.D.
Trailering • Catching
Stand Still for Mounting
Trotting • Cantering • Fear
Bits for Control • Diagonals
Saddle Fit • & much more!
On sale now: $19.95!

Buy it online at Horsemanship101.com/JohnLyonsBooks
Also available: “The Horse Behavor Problem Solver”
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Horses That Won’t Tie
by Josh Lyons & John Lyons Certiﬁed Trainer Keith Hosman

When we’re training, we don’t speciﬁcally teach our
horses to not pull back. Instead, when we’re working
on “giving to the bit,” what we’re teaching is to “give” in
the direction of the pull, regardless of where it comes
from. Up, down, whatever angle the pull comes from
– it should make no difference to the horse. No matter
where the pressure comes from, you want them to give
to that bit, in the direction of the pull.
If you want to stop your horse from dragging you off or
pulling back, he needs to learn that when he feels pressure his head should go down or give toward that pressure. You do the same thing from their backs everytime
you ask them to “give to the bit.” In the end, it’s your
riding that teaches a horse to stand tied.
Training listed by 200+ topics at Horsemanship101.com/Training

Best Start for the Unbroke Horse
the latest DVD collection from John Lyons
round pen work • spooking • catching • 1st Ride & more!
This set of 4 DVDs
offers clear and concise
instruction for the green
or unbroke horse. It features 8 hours of demonstrations on three different
unbroke horses. Also included: advanced work on
ﬁnished horses. For novice
or advanced riders.

Buy it online at Horsemanship101.com/JohnLyonsVideos
Eight hours of video demonstration for $149.99!

What you’ll gain through diligent practice is the ability to move
your horse’s body parts in the only six directions they can go:
forward, backward, left, right, up, down. Exercises are tests to
see if you have control when you need it. Of course, more often
than not, what you’ll see is how little control you have.
So what do if you ﬁnd yourself in a bad situation? Well, what
you DON’T DO is to look down and think about the ground.
If your horse takes oﬀ and you look down at the ground... then
guaranteed that’s where you’re going to hit. You’ve picked your
spot. You’ll be looking to the left, the horse will zig to the right
– and you’ll hit your mark, guaranteed.

“What you DON’T DO is to look down and think about the ground.”
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Audio Recommended for
Biting & Abused Horses
“Horse That Bites, the Abused Horse CD”
biting • body language • tying problems
giving him a job • types of bridles/reins
evaluating your horse • If He Does Bite
$29.99

Sensitive Ears, Mouth, Feet
“Sensitive Ears, Sensitive Mouth & Feet CD”
Drop Your Head and Relax • Come to you
using food rewards • catching your horse
come to you • lift foot cue • kicking & more!
$29.99

Fear in the Rider/Horse
“Fear in the Rider, Fear in the Horse CD”
rider fear • older riders • parent’s fear
building confidence • spook in place
getting a different horse • leading & more!
$29.99

The Calm Down Cue
“The Calm Down Cue CD”
the Calm Down Cue • lowering head
spooky objects on the trail • nerves
crossing water • dull horses & more!
$29.99

Getting Your Horse’s Attention
“Getting Your Horse’s Attention CD”
misconceptions regarding attention
motivate your horse • create respect/trust
positive ways of saying “no” & more!
$29.99

All Five Audio Recordings
“Conversations with John Lyons”
Save $51 when you purchase all 5 CDs!
A remarkable collection designed to bolster
conﬁdence, knowledge and understanding

Instead, look right between his ears and nowhere else. Your job
is to get the horse stopped, no matter what it takes. Don’t be
lookin’ nowhere else and don’t let your emotions get involved.
It’s okay to be afraid, but to survive you’ve got to stay focused on
staying on and stopping the horse.
While there are several ways to deal with both bucking and rearing (as they happen), both can be addressed by “disengaging the
hips.” For example, you pick up the right rein, adding the pressure and angle that it takes to make the shoulder on the same side
stop moving while the hips swing to the left. You take the “drive”
away from the horse and thus diﬀuse the situation.
If a horse rears up, his body has to be square, two front feet
planted directly in front of two back feet. During a rear, what he
does is to transfer his weight to his hindquarters and then launch
the front half into the air. So, if I can “take the hindquarters
away” from the horse he can’t rear up. It’s similar with bucking:
Disengaging eﬀectively takes away 90% of the power behind the
buck. He might still hop, but most likely you can ride through
it. After “surviving” you can get busy with more training – giving
you yet more control for the next incident.
As a side note, when we say “disengage the hindquarters” what’s
actually happening is that one hind leg is dragging the other to
the side. The leg that’s being dragged is “disengaged” while the
one dragging the other is actually “engaging.” Picking up your
right rein and asking the hindquarters to move to the left causes
the left hind leg to become engaged while the right rear leg becomes disengaged. One is getting put to work, the other is “getting dragged.” But either way you move the horse, the eﬀect is
the same: Just as a motorboat loses it’s steam if were you to pick
the motor up out of the water, so does the horse lose it’s power
and drive.
When the horse you’re riding begins to buck, you have to do
whatever it takes to get through it. If you’ve practiced enough
(before the bucking or rearing ever happens) you will have developed “brains in your hands.” You might know you’re in big
trouble – but your hands will stay dispassionate and business
like. They know the drill: “The horse freaks, I disengage, get his
performance (and thus his attention) back on me.”
Our articles and free online study courses are available 24/7 at
Horsemanship101.com/Articles
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Don’t waste another minute sitting in trafﬁc!
Listen to John Lyons training CDs and
start looking forward to your next commute!

Buy these recordings online 24/7 at
Horsemanship101.com/Listen

PO Box 31, Utopia, TX 78884
213-923-1215 • kh@horsemanship101.com
www.horsemanship101.com

“When we say “disengage” what’s happening is one hind leg is dragging the other.”

